
        The destroyer is Coming-  
      But What is a destroyer? - LynL 

 
The Bible does not specifically name the destroyer, but it is clear 
that the destroyer is a spiritual being who is bent on destruction and chaos. 
The Bible describes the destroyer as a force that opposes God and His 
people. In the Apocrypha, "the destroyer" is once referred to as "the 
minister of punishment"  
Satan is a destroyer, and the spirit that emanates from him, that drives this 
world and produces sin, is a destroying spirit. We can broadly say that sin 
does two bad things simultaneously: It produces negative results and 
destroys.  

Seek me and let me hide you from the snare of the fowler and from the 
noisome pestilence (Psalm 91) 
The destroyer has been called many different names depending on the 
culture, language, or people. shemihaah (aka semyaza, semjaza, 
shemhazi, shemyaza), known as the chief of the watchers (1 Enoch 6) is 
known as el, enli, dagon, milcom, saturn, molech, kronos, asher, 
abaddon, and apollyon or in Rev 9 as the destroyer (mount of the 
destroyer). 
Jeremiah 4.7 The lion has come up from his thicket, And the destroyer of nations is 

on his way. He has gone forth from his place To make your land desolate. Your cities will 

be laid waste, Without inhabitant. 

 
 
Kolbrin Bible says: 

1. He will arrive unnoticed (God of the dark trinity) 
2. People won’t know.  They will be deceived 
3. Mountains will be divided and ignite fire and ash. Trees 

exterminated 
4. Waters will devour the entire earth 
5. The sea will boil 
6. Sky will burn bright and red 



7. The earths color will resemble honey   
  

Revelation 9:11 
destroyer=abaddon= Destruction 
abaddon (Hebrew) or apollyon (Greek)=Angel of the bottomless pit 
 
 
Rev 9:11 
11 And they had as king over them the angel of the bottomless pit, whose name 

in Hebrew is abaddon, but in Greek he has the name apollyon. 

Rev 9:1-2 

Then the fifth angel sounded: And I saw a star fallen from heaven to the earth. 

To him was given the key to the bottomless pit. 2 And he opened the bottomless 

pit, and smoke arose out of the pit like the smoke of a great furnace. So, the sun 

and the air were darkened because of the smoke of the pit. 

  
 

The firth angel sounds his trumpet, and a star falls from heaven.  This 
particular star has the key to the bottomless pit.  Stars not only mean 
stars, but they also refer to angelic beings.  Since the star has called 
“him,” we can conclude that it is an angelic being in this case.  Not all 
angelic beings are working for the good.  Many are fallen angels.  The key 
is used to open the pit, where many of the fallen angels reside. 
In the old testament, abaddon is mentioned in Job as a place of 
destruction, or the realm of the dead.  
 
Job 26:6 
Sheol is naked before Him, And Destruction has no covering. 

 
Abaddon is in Proverbs 15:3 as one of places that the Lord is watching.  
Proverbs 15:3 The eyes of the Lord are in every place, Keeping watch on 
the evil and the good. 



In Revelation 9:11 abaddon is associated with the angel of the 
bottomless pit.  This angel of destruction is the “King” over the locust he 
releases upon the earth.  The locust has the power to torment the 
people, who are without the seal of God on their foreheads.  apollyon is 
also a title or name for an Angel.  This angel holds much destructive 
power.  
 
Revelation 9:1-11 

9 Then the fifth angel sounded: And I saw a star fallen from heaven to the 

earth. To him was given the key to the bottomless pit. 2 And he opened the 

bottomless pit, and smoke arose out of the pit like the smoke of a great 

furnace. So, the sun and the air were darkened because of the smoke of the 

pit. 

 3 Then out of the smoke locusts came upon the earth. And to them was given 

power, as the scorpions of the earth have power. 4 They were commanded not 

to harm the grass of the earth, or any green thing, or any tree, but only those 

men who do not have the seal of God on their foreheads. 

 5 And they were not given authority to kill them, but to torment them for five 

months. Their torment was like the torment of a scorpion when it strikes a 

man. 

 6 In those days men will seek death and will not find it; they will desire to die, 

and death will flee from them.7 The shape of the locusts was like horses 

prepared for battle. On their heads were crowns of something like gold, and 

their faces were like the faces of men. 8 They had hair like women’s hair, 

and their teeth were like lions’ teeth. 9 And they had breastplates like 

breastplates of iron, and the sound of their wings was like the sound of 

chariots with many horses running into battle.  

10 They had tails like scorpions, and there were stings in their tails. Their 

power was to hurt men five months. 11 And they had as king over them the 



angel of the bottomless pit, whose name in Hebrew is abaddon, but in Greek 

he has the name apollyon. 

 
Some scholars believe that apollyon is the same as the Greek god apollo.  
apollo was associated with destruction, plagues, evil and chaos.  Others 
believe apollyon is a demonic force or possibly satan.  This all is 
important to know for abaddon is correlated to the end of days, and the 
destruction that will ensue, especially in the great tribulation.   
Those who are saved, do not have to be afraid of this “angel apollyon”.  
Most demonic realms are tied to the sins that people partake in.  The 
more sin in one’s life, the more apt the demonic realm will attach 
themselves to those who partake in these sins.  For humans, give 
permission to the demonic realm, to enter us and attach their dark spirits 
within us, if we partake in sins. 
 

• Jesus’ warning is that any nation delivered of these things, and 

then turns away from God, then the “dark trinity” will return.  So, 

1/3 of the dark trinity also known as molech, will come back.  This 

mysterious molech is in scripture.  When King Solomon fell away 

from God, alters and sanctuaries for foreign god’s were 

constructed.  One was molech and known as the god of sacrifice of 

human beings, especially children by their parents. 

Then the sexual revolution happened, and we have the emergence of 
ishtar, due to Abortion becoming sacrifice with each abortion 
preformed. The killing of the fetal children with no thought at all of this 
sacrifice.  Jesus told us that the demonic God’s would come back worse 
than before.  Behind the God’s of the ancient world were spirits called 
the shadim (in Hebrew). The word shadim comes from a root word that 
means to destroy.   They were the destroyers. They caused self-
destruction.  They cause the people to destroy the fruit of their life, their 
body, and to celebrate it.  



In Deuteronomy it speaks of idol worship.  In actuality they were 

worshiping something called the shadim.    Psalms 106 says children 

were offered up to the spirits or the shadow as they called it.  

Psalms 106 

And to scatter them in the lands. 
28 They joined themselves also to Baal of Peor, 

And ate sacrifices made to the dead. 
29 Thus they provoked Him to anger with their deeds, 

And the plague broke out among them. 

 
36 They served their idols, 

Which became a snare to them. 
37 They even sacrificed their sons 

And their daughters to demons, 
38 And shed innocent blood, 

The blood of their sons and daughters, 

Whom they sacrificed to the idols of Canaan; 

And the land was polluted with blood. 

 

 shadim means destruction, when translated into Greek by ancient 
Jewish scribes they came up with the word daimonian or demon or 
demonic.  Paul in 1 Corinthians speaks about the Pagan World 
worshipping.  So, while worshipping they were worshipping the demonic 
realm.  These Gods were just masks that hide the demonic spirit which 
dwelled within.  These spirits do not die and currently effect you, your 
family, and people in your life. 
Gods of ancient times, or the pagan world, were not just fables or 
mythology.  Though we look at them as so, what if these older more 
ancient cultures had a better understanding of what was happening in 
the unseen world, of the spirit.  Though invisible, like the wind, we rely 
on our senses (especially sight) to perceive, what can’t be seen.   
The demonic realm is real, and it is one of satan’s biggest lies.  As long as 
we cannot perceive, we do not believe.  This puts the human race at a 



terrible disadvantage.  Soon, the invisible will become manifest in our 
sight, and all will change in a moment. 

Apocrypha CHAPTER 3 

THE dESTROYER - PART 1, FROM THE GREAT SCROLL 

Men forget the days of the destroyer. Only the wise know where it went, 
and that it will return, in its appointed hour.  It raged across the 
Heavens in the days of wrath, and this was its likeness: It was as a 
billowing cloud of smoke enwrapped in a ruddy glow, not distinguishable 
in joint or limb.  Its mouth was an abyss from which came flame, smoke, 
and hot cinders. 

 When ages pass, certain laws operate upon the stars in the 
Heavens. Their ways change, there is movement and restlessness, they 
are no longer constant, and a great light appears redly in the skies. 

 When blood drops upon the Earth, the destroyer will appear, 
and mountains will open up and belch forth fire and ashes. (volcano 
activity).  Trees will be destroyed, and all living things engulfed. Waters 
will be swallowed up by the land and seas will boil. The Heavens will burn 
brightly and redly, there will be a copper hue over the face of the land, 
followed by a day of darkness.  

 A new moon will appear and break up and fall. The people will scatter in 
madness. They will hear the trumpet and battle cry of the destroyer and 
will seek refuge in the den in the Earth. Terror will eat away their hearts, 
and their courage will flow from them like water from a broken pitcher. 
They will be eaten up in the flames of wrath and consumed by the breath 
of the destroyer. 

 Thus, in the Days of Heavenly Wrath, which have gone, and thus it will 
be in the Days of Doom when it comes again. The times of its coming and 



going are known unto the wise. These are the signs and times which shall 
precede the destroyer’s return: A hundred and ten generations shall pass 
into the West and nations will rise and fall. Men will fly in the air as birds 
and swim in the seas as fishes. Men will talk peace one with another, 
hypocrisy and deceit shall have their day. Women will be as men and men 
as women, passion will be a plaything of man. A nation of soothsayers 
shall rise and fall, and their tongue shall be the speech learned. A nation 
of law givers shall rule the Earth and pass away into nothingness.  

One worship will pass into the four quarters of the Earth, talking peace 
and bringing war. A nation of the seas will be greater than any other but 
will be as an apple rotten at the core and will not endure. A nation of 
traders will destroy men with wonders, and it shall have its day. Then 
shall the high strive with the low, the North with the South, the East with 
the West, and the light with the darkness.  

 Men shall be divided by their races and the children will be born as 
strangers among them. Brother shall strive with brother and husband 
with wife. Fathers will no longer instruct their sons and their sons will be 
wayward. Women will become the common property of men and will no 
longer be held in regard and respect. Then men will be ill at ease in their 
hearts, they will seek they know not what, and uncertainty and doubt will 
trouble them. They will possess great riches but be poor in spirit. Then 
will the Heavens tremble and the Earth move, men will quake in fear and 
while terror walks with them the Heralds of Doom will appear. They will 
come softly, as thieves to the tombs, men will not know them for what 
they are, men will be deceived, the hour of the destroyer is at hand.  

 In those days men will have the Great Book before them, wisdom will be 
revealed, the few will be gathered for the stand; it is the hour of trial. The 
dauntless ones will survive, the stout-hearted will not go down to 
destruction. Great God of All Ages, alike to all, who sets the trials of man, 
be merciful to our children in the Days of Doom.  



 Man must suffer to be great but hasten not his progress unduly. In the 
great winnowing, be not too harsh on the lesser ones among men. Even 
the son of a thief has become Your scribe. 

 

                    Conclusions of What Might Occur from  
                      Dreams and Visions others have had: 
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Haggai 2:6(KJV) 
For thus saith the Lord of hosts; Yet once, it is a little while, and I will shake the 
heavens, and the earth, and the sea, and the dry land. 
 
Isaiah 24:19-20(KJV) 
19. The earth is utterly broken down, the earth is clean dissolved, the earth is 
moved exceedingly. 
20. The earth shall reel to and fro like a drunkard and shall be removed like a 
cottage; and the transgression thereof shall be heavy upon it; and it shall fall, 
and not rise again. 

I am releasing this message as instructed and take this to the Lord too. 

It is evident and a matter of time for the “destroyer” to bring the greatest of all 
shakings, fire, and destruction worldwide. This greatest shaking can come from 
two sources, the well-spoken of Meteor and the marauding planet called by many 
names. Both are the near future global events. The sequence as to what comes 
first is also revealed. With the understanding given, the Meteor comes first 
followed by the dreadful rogue planet. This can come later in the period of 
tribulation. If the latter case is what is to befall the Earth, there will be two great 
shakings The time and sequence of events is in the hand of the Lord. 



I am given four clear visions of the “destroyer,” three Great global shakings and 
repeated visions of the dreadful Meteor. It is true, certain, and inevitable this will 
come to pass soon. 
In the last message, much is revealed about “when” this is going to come to pass. 
In the mouth of three, the truth is well established that great shaking will come 
when “Jacobs Trouble” is near. The global events are helping us discern that the 
time is “NOW.” The big war and the escalation in the region are leading to “Jacobs 
Trouble.” These events are part of the Judgment from the ultimate authority, 
Almighty God, our Lord. This is not in the hand of man, the events unfolding 
globally the “Meteor” and the “Planet” are parts of the great Judgments of the 
End of Times. 

Our job is to present the message as we are given repeating it until it sinks and 
alarm all to seek the Lord while He is around before everyone comes in front of 
the Just Judge to receive the final sentence of their eternal destination. Time is 
Up, everyone will face the Lord, and everyone will receive their eternal fate. We 
are told to scream from the roof top, telling the world to Repent. 
Finally, here are the summary of what is revealed for me in the last five years. 
The three-revelation given from the Lord about this “Planet” called the 
“Destroyer” are. 

1. This “Planet” has been here before (in the history of Earth) 
2. The same “Planet” is coming back again. 
3. The “Planet” is near, its effect is being felt. 

In addition to the disturbance and the destabilization of the solar system as a 
whole, the psychology of the people is enormously affected. Increased Global 
psychotic syndromes, demonic activity, sickness and related out of normal, out of 
order activities are the other effects felt from the fast approaching “Planet.” 

The reason we spent much time on this “destroyer” is because it is a destroyer of 
everything we know and everything we took for granted. Are the fallen angles 
part of this devastation? They manifest through the darkness brought by the 
shaking. Still the word feels the effect of the increased demonic activity which is 
the work of the fallen angels. People can ask why I am tormented, sick, depressed, 
sleepless etc. The enhanced evil activity of the enemy approaching with his army 
is the cause, if not all the cause. 

 



 

I Cryptic1- Prophecynews.com 

So, who was the destroyer of the firstborn in Egypt? For some of you the answer 
may surprise you and the answer comes in Exodus Chapter 12. So, Exodus 12:12 
says… 

‘For I will pass through the land of Egypt on that night and will strike all the 
firstborn in the land of Egypt, both man and beast; and against all the gods of 
Egypt I will execute judgment: I am the LORD.’ 
And then in chapter 12 verse 29 of Exodus… 

‘And it came to pass at midnight that the LORD struck all the firstborn in the land 
of Egypt, from the firstborn of Pharaoh who sat on his throne to the firstborn of 
the captive who was in the dungeon, and all the firstborn of livestock.’ 
So, we see in these scriptures that it was the LORD who was the destroyer of the 
firstborn. The Lord did this to cause Pharaoh to let His people go, to let His people 
leave Egypt to worship Him and to leave Egypt permanently because He wanted 
to take them into the land of promise.” 

Jesus Yahushua is returning soon according to Dr Patricia – not in the rapture or in 
His second coming – but as the just judge who will judge the wicked. Let us pray 
that these lost souls will turn to the Lord and repent before the hour of their swift 
judgment comes upon them. 

I WILL DESTROY that which was wrongfully taken 

I WILL DESTROY that which was used to destroy 

I WILL ANNIHILATE the WICKED from the face of the earth 

EVIL will run its course 

MY JUSTICE WILL PREVAIL saith the Lord of Hosts 

WINDS OF CHANGE ARE COMING – are here 



THE dESTROYER COMETH TO DESTROY THE WICKED 

THEIR HOUR OF DESTRUCTION IS HERE 

 

Holy Spirit Wind- I Have set the time of the End of this Age by My 
destroyer of Nations (Planet X/Nibiru) 

The entire world has been sucked into a vortex of evil, sin, wickedness, and 
lawlessness because they have not cried out to Me to save them, and they have not 
repented of their ways. To those who have cried out, I have given the power to arise 
and overcome by My Spirit. Soon My Spirit shall be poured out in an even greater 
measure to My chosen ones, who are holy and humble, seeking Me day in and day 
out with all of their hearts. 

Children, I want you to have more understanding about all that is taking place at 
this time. I have set the time of the end of this age by My destroyer of nations 
(Planet X/Nibiru). I created it and I alone control its path and speed. I have 
confounded the so-called wise men of your Earth with him. They have not been 
able to know the exact timing of his passing but in the coming months its approach 
will be obvious to all. There are many objects that surround My destroyer that will 
cause decimation upon the Earth when they fall upon it. You will see them increase 
starting this fall just as many who have had dreams and visions and heard from Me 
are saying and the intensity will grow over the next several years. 

The so-called wise men of your Earth think that they know where these objects will 
strike but they only know a fraction of what I know. My wrath is coming upon them, 
and they will not see or be able to stop what I don’t want them to. Remember this, 
I direct every rock, every meteorite, every piece of hail, every fireball, every 
meteor, every asteroid, every star and even the burning mountains that will fall 
into the sea. I have set their paths in motion, and I know exactly what they will hit 
and what destruction will be wrought by each one. I know each person that I will 
take from the face of the Earth by each object. 

You will see these objects strike the most where sin is concentrated the greatest. 
Large cities will be the worst hit because sin abounds there. America and Europe 



you will be hit the hardest because you have defiled yourself the most and turned 
away from Me. In days past most of your people feared Me but that is not the case 
anymore. America, you will be attacked with nuclear weapons by your enemies 
upon all of your major cities as you lie in ruins and defenseless from fireball, 
meteor, and asteroid strikes as well as tsunamis, earthquakes, famine, and 
pestilence. Many will die of fear when they see what is coming upon the Earth. Yes, 
men’s hearts will fail them. I will protect those who will work for Me in the midst 
of great destruction. You must trust Me and put 100% of your faith in Me that I am 
working out My perfect plan. All who call upon My name will be saved, even in their 
dying breath because My name means salvation. 

These are some of the things the whole world will see as effects of My destroyer: 
shooting stars, meteor strikes and fiery hail in an ever-increasing frequency. The 
size will begin small at first and grow larger as time proceeds. Severe weather like 
has never been before. The seasons will become out of alignment from their 
normal patterns. Extreme heat will build upon the Earth until men are scorched 
with fire. Extreme cold will build upon the Earth as well and many will freeze to 
death and be buried under many feet of snow driven by gale force winds. There will 
be fierce storms with black skies and larger hail than has ever been seen with very 
intense and powerful lightning bolts. Every strike will hit where I tell it to. There will 
be heavy rains and flooding and then severe drought. It will become almost 
impossible to grow food but always remember, nothing is impossible for Me, I shall 
provide for My faithful ones. Hurricanes and tornadoes will increase in intensity so 
much that men will have to increase the scales by which they are measured. Many 
of these storms will occur in places they would not normally be seen and will 
develop very suddenly. Eruptions of volcanoes will be more violent and numerous. 
The ash from them will darken the skies in many places around the earth, the lava 
will burn the Earth for many miles around them. Larger and more numerous 
earthquakes in abnormal places will occur and they will be like nothing ever seen 
before. The shaking will cause tsunamis in many places on the coasts, but they will 
be small in comparison to when the asteroids strike the oceans. The waves will be 
hundreds of feet tall and cause flooding many hundreds of miles inland. Many will 
flee to the mountains, but none will be safe without My protection. Millions will 
die from this alone. Men and beasts that are not protected by My hand will seem 
to go mad during this time because of the changes in vibrations and the magnetic 
field of the Earth. Even the skies will begin to look different with multiple colors like 
the auroras around the poles, but this will occur all over the Earth. Then the skies 



will turn red as a warning and then to black for 3 days as My destroyer passes by 
the Earth, but My people shall have light in their homes, even though the electric 
grid will be down all over the Earth. This is when My faithful remnant bride will 
arise and shine with My glory in the gross, thick darkness. This is also when the 
fallen angels and demons from the second heaven shall fall from their place and be 
cast down to earth like ripe figs when shaken by a mighty wind. The sky shall part 
and all shall see My glory and My wrath on that great and terrible day. During this 
day, which is much longer than what men call a day, the continents will break apart, 
the mountains will crumble, and the islands shall disappear into the sea. Men will 
see those things that they fear the most like monsters and aliens from the movies 
have warned them of for years. It will be more gruesome and terrifying than almost 
anyone of you can imagine. Repent and be filled with My Spirit to overflowing and 
you will have the greater, latter rain anointing as the fiery hail falls from the sky so 
shall My Spirit set My faithful chosen ones on fire. Then you shall not fear when 
you see these things, but you shall do greater miracles than ever seen upon the 
Earth and save more of the lost in a shorter amount of time than in the history of 
the Earth. 

 
 
The destroyer of Nations Cometh- Azeez Agbaje- 
444ProphecyNews.com 
 

 
MAY 9,  2020,  2:16  AM  

DESTROYER OF NATIONS COMETH …. REPENT, BELIEVE THE GOSPELS AND 
BE SAVED !!Sequel to the question I asked: “WHY FOUR ASTEROIDS PASSING 

BY EARTH…”, the Lord showed me this in a night vision. 

In the night sky I saw a GIANT ‘Jupiter-like’ fiery red planet. It looked more like a 
brown-dwarf STAR because it was burning and emitting flames, more like our sun 
but on a low-key. I saw this STRANGE object was approaching earth from my two 
o’clock direction. Then I saw another massive ‘Venus-like’ planet appeared from 
my 12 o’clock. Both came so CLOSE to earth that it looked AS IF they were going 
to crash into earth. This happened at a time when the world is ravaged by war and 
conflict. One can only imagine the magnitude of destruction these invading 
celestial objects will wrought – COSMIC DISTURBANCES (asteroids, comets, and 
meteor showers) and TERRESTRIAL WOES (tsunamis and earthquakes) as they 
approach earth because they are MASSIVE. This dream agrees with other dreams 



and visions I have had about MULTIPLE MOONS and planetary objects appearing 
in the sky sparking world-wide mega-disasters and chaos. 

Luke 21:25-28“And there will be STRANGE SIGNS IN THE SUN, MOON, AND STARS. 
And here on earth the nations will be in TURMOIL, perplexed by the roaring seas and 
strange tides. PEOPLE WILL BE TERRIFIED at what they see coming upon the earth, 
FOR THE POWERS OF HEAVEN WILL BE SHAKEN. Then everyone will see the Son of 
Man coming on a cloud with power and great glory. So, when all these things begin to 
happen, STAND AND LOOK UP, for your salvation is near!” 
 

Special Thanks to: Jonathan Cahn- Mystery of the destroyer 
YouTube and his book “Return of the God’s”  
Danger Abaddon Unleashed- YouTube- Grace Prophecy  
Quantum Effect residue- YouTube- Kolbrin Bible Describes society 
at the time of the destroyer’s arrival 
Unraveling Revelation: Mount of the destroyer-YouTube – 
Unraveling Revelation 
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